Assessment of the early predictive power of quantitative magnetic resonance imaging parameters during neoadjuvant chemotherapy for uterine cervical cancer.
The purpose of this study was to quantitatively evaluate 3 types of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) parameters in parallel for the early prediction of neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT) effectiveness in cervical cancer-tumor volume parameters, diffusion parameters, and perfusion parameters. We prospectively evaluated 13 patients with International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics stage IB to IIB cervical squamous cell carcinoma who underwent 3 serial MRI studies, that is, pretreatment, post-first course NACT, and post-second course NACT followed by radical hysterectomy. We obtained tumor volume parameters, diffusion parameters, and dynamic contrast material-enhanced perfusion parameters quantitatively from pretreatment MRI and post-first course MRI. The correlation of these parameters and the eventual tumor volume regression rate (TVRR) obtained from pretreatment MRI and post-second course MRI before surgery were investigated, statistically based on the Pearson correlation coefficient. Thirteen patients had a total of 39 scans. Early TVRR (r = 0.844; P < 0.001), the fractional volume of the tissue extracellular extravascular space (Ve, r = 0.648; P < 0.05), and the change of Ve during the first course of NACT (r = -0.638; P < 0.05) correlated with eventual TVRR. Early TVRR, Ve, and the change of Ve could be useful predictors for the treatment effectiveness of NACT. These parameters could help to modify strategy in the early stage of NACT and to choose individualized treatment to avoid the delay of radical treatment, even when NACT is ineffective.